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ABSTRACT: Liquid water structure is defined by its molecular association through hydrogen bonding. Two different structures have been proposed for liquid water at low temperatures, low density liquid (LDL) and high density liquid (HDL) water. Here we demonstrate a platform which can be exploited to experimentally probe the structure of liquid water in equilibrium at temperatures down to 238 K. We make use of a cryoprotectant molecule, glycerol which when mixed with water lowers the freezing temperature of the solution non-monotonically with glycerol concentration. We use a combination of neutron diffraction and computational modeling to examine the structure of water in glycerol-water liquid mixtures at low temperatures from 285 K to 238 K. We confirm that the mixtures are nano-segregated into regions of glycerol-rich and water-rich clusters. We examine the water structure and reveal that at the temperatures studied here, water forms a low density water structure which is more tetrahedral than that at room temperature. We postulate that nano-segregation allows water to form a low density structure which is protected by an extensive and encapsulating glycerol interface.

INTRODUCTION

Liquid water plays a fundamental role in life on Earth.1 Covering a wide temperature and pressure range, water’s presence is crucial for a vast range of biological,2 geological3 and environmental processes.4 Despite this importance and ubiquity a full understanding of its dynamical and structural properties remains lacking.5,6 Liquid water exhibits many anomalies in its thermodynamic properties, including a high capacity, high thermal conductivity and density maximum at 277.15 K.5–7 The unusual features of liquid water are more enhanced at lower temperatures and may result from the local tetrahedral ordering due to hydrogen bonding.5 Among the many theoretical approaches developed to explain water properties the liquid-liquid critical point (LLCP) hypothesis5 has been explored by a number of experimental10–18 and computational studies.19–20 Although heavily criticized21, the LLCP hypothesis builds on the idea that at some low temperature and pressure, unavailable to the stable bulk liquid phase, water, driven by hydrogen bond interactions between water molecules, separates into two phases, a low density phase with an open tetrahedrally coordinated hydrogen bond network, and a high density phase where the hydrogen bonds are more distorted. The extension of the properties of this hypothetical second critical point in water is then used to explain the anomalous properties of the stable liquid phase. The LLCP hypothesis advocates the continuation of the local structure of water into its amorphous solid phases, low density amorphous (LDA) and high density amorphous (HDA) ice.22 LDA and HDA can be accessed by reducing the temperature below the glass transition temperature of water Tg ~130 K and applying a pressure of order 1GPa.8 They can be transformed from one amorphous phase to the other by tuning the pressure,23, so displaying polymorphism.22 Under this same scenario the liquid state below the hypothetical LLCP is regarded as a mixture of two liquid structures, one referred to as low density liquid (LDL) water and the other high density liquid (HDL) water.9 In the LLCP hypothesis, water anomalies are a result of the competition between the two liquid forms, LDL and HDL water. However to date, there has been no confirmed verification of the LLCP hypothesis in either the bulk liquid or when heavily confined in a porous matrix.

To validate this hypothesis, experiments are needed which can observe water at low temperatures. Accessing liquid water at low temperatures is challenging however, due to
the readiness of the stable phase Ice Ih.\cite{24,25,26,27} One approach is to use nano-confined water.\cite{24,25,26,27} By confining water in nanoporous structures, neutron and Raman scattering and NMR spectroscopy have examined water at low temperatures. For example, confining water in a nanoporous structure, the vibrational spectra of deeply supercooled water was measured by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy in the temperature range 183 < T < 273 K. This study claimed to provide evidence of the existence of LDL water in supercooled, confined water.\cite{28,29,30} Neutron scattering experiments attempted to measure the density of heavy water confined in a nanoporous silica matrix in a temperature range from 130 < T < 300 K and a pressure range from 1 < P < 2900 bar.\cite{31} The study measured a density hysteresis which was interpreted to support the LLCP hypothesis. However, these findings have been open to criticisms that the behavior of the water may be altered by the silica pore surfaces or that water is confined in narrow nanopores, rather than being in the bulk state.\cite{32} Previous experimental studies have provided access to low density water by exploring the relevant region of the stable P-T phase diagram, then extrapolating these data into the metastable region. For example, neutron diffraction experiments at 268 K as a function of pressure were extrapolated into the metastable liquid and indicated an open, hydrogen bonded tetrahedral structure for low density metastable water.\cite{33} In another study small angle x-ray scattering is claimed to demonstrate the presence of density fluctuations in water at temperatures from 280.15 K to 347.15 K.\cite{34} The authors proposed that the density difference contrast is due to fluctuations between tetrahedral-like and hydrogen bond distorted structures, related to LDL and HDL water. However, the detailed structure of the two types of species reported in that study was not determined, and a counterpoint study, claimed there was no evidence for these structures.\cite{35} Yet another study has followed the structural evolution of supercooled water in 10μm sized droplets to 227 K and found a near-linear trend of increasing tetrahedrality as the temperature was lowered.\cite{36,37,38} High pressure studies have probed the dynamics associated with low-density and high-density forms of liquid water, using FTIR to monitor the line shape of the OD stretching mode of HOD as a function of pressure.\cite{39} While Raman spectroscopy experiments on glycerol-water solutions have observed pressure-induced 'polymorphic transition in the glycerol-water solution, which is thought to relate to water polymorphism.\cite{40} However, to date, attempts to obtain structural information on supercooled water under pressure using techniques such as neutron diffraction have been challenging. Studies by Bellissent-Funel made use of emulsions of D2O/deuteroheptane/sorbitan to allow neutron diffraction experiments to be completed at pressures of 2600 bar and at temperatures down to 208 K.\cite{41} An experimental approach is needed which provides access to the stable liquid structure at low temperatures, and in particular, one which is sensitive to hydrogen bonding. Information on the structure of the hydrogen bonded liquid is essential in describing LDL and HDL water, if they exist. In the present study we describe such an approach.

We exploit the use of cryoprotectant solutions which depress the freezing point and inhibit ice formation. Cryoprotectants are substances that are used to protect biological molecules, tissues and organs from the freezing damage that occurs due to ice formation at low temperatures.\cite{42} Some cryoprotectants are utilized for their ability to lower the glass transition temperature of a solution or system, preventing the freezing that would occur in their absence.\cite{43,44} Since many cryoprotectants can hydrogen bond with biological molecules in solution, they can effectively take the place of water molecules in providing lubrication, maintaining the necessary flexibility needed for function and stability. Here we use the conventional cryoprotectant glycerol. While pure glycerol freezes at a temperature of 290.95 K at ambient pressure, when mixed with water it exhibits a minimum in the freezing point depression at 226.65 K at mole fraction glycerol \(x_g = 0.28\) (Figure 1). Glycerol has been used as a cryoprotectant for many decades to reduce ice formation in sperm, oocytes and embryos that are stored in liquid nitrogen.\cite{45,46} This cryoprotectant is also used in nature, where for example Arctic salamanders produce glycerol in their livers for use as a cryoprotectant.\cite{47} Glycerol use is not just limited to cryopreservation. This molecule has been utilized in a wide range of applications in the pharmaceutical and food industry\cite{48,49}, and more recently as a solvent for green chemistry.\cite{50} While glycerol was the first cryoprotectant molecule to be discovered,\cite{51} the molecular mechanisms by which it acts to prevent freezing damage still remain unclear. Central to this problem is the action of glycerol on the structure of water at low temperatures. Hence determining the structural properties of water in cryoprotectant solutions at low temperatures is an important step in understanding this process.

While there have been a large number of computational studies on glycerol and glycerol-water mixtures, including\cite{52,53,54,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62}, experimental studies yielding information on liquid structure are more limited.\cite{63,64,65,66} In the last 4 years we have completed experimental, structural studies of pure glycerol and glycerol-water mixtures at 298 K using a combination of neutron diffraction and computational modeling.\cite{67,68,69,70,71} Our studies have shown that at intermediate concentrations (between \(x_g = 0.25\) to \(0.50\)) the mixture segregates on the nanometer length scale to form water-rich and glycerol-rich clusters.\cite{72} This nano-segregation results in regions which exist as hydrogen bonded clusters which differ in size across the concentration range. In the concentrated glycerol region (\(x_g = 0.80\)) a large glycerol cluster exists which spans the full size of the system. Conversely, the majority of the water (56 %) occurs as isolated water molecules. This preference for isolated water molecules results in a well-mixed solution with a considerable glycerol-water interface. In the dilute glycerol region (\(x_g = 0.05\)) there is instead a prevalence of isolated glycerol molecules (40 %), again resulting in a mixture with a large glycerol-water interface. An interesting regime was found to exist, however, at the intermediate glycerol concentrations (between \(x_g = 0.25\) to \(0.50\)). Between a concentration of \(0.25 \leq x_g \leq 0.50\) a solution exists which is composed of both glycerol clusters and water clusters which span the entire system. These clusters are large in size and are fully percolating. Given the presence of both glycerol- and water percolating clusters, this intermediate regime is referred to as a bi-percolating cluster regime.\cite{73} Bi-percolation has been observed previously in other binary liquid systems, including methanol-water.\cite{74} At all the concentrations studied at room temperature, water was found to maintain its hydrogen bonding ability, forming around 4 hydrogen bonds per molecule.\cite{75} This is achieved by a balance
Given the detailed information gained from the diffraction experiments. Concentration-dependent room temperature studies of aqueous solutions of glycerol have been completed at room temperature for glycerol-water mixtures. The lowest melting temperature is at a concentration of \( x_g = 0.28 \). Red squares show the concentration of glycerol-water mixture studied previously at 298 K\(^{59, 67} \) and blue circles show the temperature and concentration of each of the low temperature neutron diffraction experiments.

Given the detailed information gained from the concentration-dependent room temperature studies\(^ {67, 69-71} \), three concentrations are of interest for further study. Firstly, the concentrated mixture of \( x_g = 0.80 \), in which at room temperature glycerol is forming a percolating network and water molecules must be accommodated at the glycerol-water interface and within small water clusters of 2-7 molecules. Secondly, a dilute mixture of \( x_g = 0.10 \) in which water is forming a percolating network. Thirdly, an intermediate concentration of \( x_g = 0.25 \) in which both glycerol and water are percolating. For each of these concentrations, we completed neutron diffraction experiments at low temperatures for glycerol-water solutions; glycerol mole fraction, \( x_g = 0.10 \) at 262 K, \( x_g = 0.25 \) at 238 K and \( x_g = 0.80 \) at 285 K. We determined (i) if nano-segregation persists at low temperatures and (ii) the structure of any water clusters at temperatures of 285 K, 262 K and 238 K.

**METHODS**

**Neutron diffraction experiments.**

The neutron diffraction experiments were completed on the small angle neutron diffractometer for amorphous and liquid samples (SANDALS) time-of-flight diffractometer at the ISIS pulsed neutron facility within the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK. This instrument is optimized for the study of liquid samples containing hydrogen.\(^ {73-81} \) The experimental setup for the liquid sample measurements was similar to that employed in recent measurements of glycerol-water mixtures at room temperature.\(^ {59, 67} \) The standard corrections and normalizations have been applied to the neutron data by means of the program Gudrun.\(^ {82} \) Deuteriated samples of anhydrous glycerol were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used without additional purification. We completed a detailed structural determination of glycerol-glycerol, glycerol-water and water-water interactions. This has been completed for glycerol-water solutions; glycerol mole fraction, \( x_g = 0.10 \) at 262 K, \( x_g = 0.25 \) at 238 K and \( x_g = 0.80 \) at 285 K, (Figure 1). For each concentration a total of 5 samples were used, making use of relevant isotope substitution of the hydrogen. The 5 isotopic substitutions were (i) Glycerol-D8-D2O, (ii) Glycerol-D5H2O, (iii) Glycerol-D5HD3-HDO, (iv) Glycerol-H8-H2O and (v) Glycerol-HD8-HDO.

**Empirical Potential Structural Refinement Analysis**

In this study, the technique of Empirical Potential Structural Refinement (EPSR) has been used to build a three-dimensional model of the structure of the liquid that is consistent with the five measured total structure factors.\(^ {83} \) We refer to two distinct atomic components in water and six distinct atomic components in glycerol molecules. In the water molecule, the oxygen atom is labeled \( O_w \), while the hydrogen atom is labeled \( H_w \). In glycerol, the carbon atoms are labeled CC and CG and refer to the central and distal carbon atoms, respectively. The oxygen atom attached to the central carbon atom is labeled OC, while the oxygen atom bonded to each of the distal carbons is labeled O. The hydrogen atoms are labeled H and HG for the hydroxyl and methyl hydrogen atoms, respectively. A full structural characterization of the system requires the determination of 36 radial distribution functions (RDFs), which is well beyond the capability of any existing diffraction techniques by themselves. To build a model of glycerol and water liquid structure, the experimental data are used to constrain a computer simulation. In an EPSR simulation there are two potentials, the reference potential (RP) based on known or assumed parameters for the intra-molecular and inter-molecular potentials, and the empirical potential (EP), which is obtained directly from the diffraction data.\(^ {83} \) This potential drives the structure of the three-dimensional model toward molecular configurations that are consistent with the measured partial structure factors from neutron diffraction experiments. EPSR therefore aims to produce a physically realistic model with simulated partial structure factors that fit the experimental results as closely as possible. This method has been applied previously to study pure glycerol and glycerol-water mixtures at room temperature.\(^ {67-71} \) In the present study we examine the structure at low temperature for the first time and compare with the room temperature data. The SPC model was employed as the RP for water molecules.\(^ {84} \) Full details of the other Lennard-Jones and charge parameters for water and glycerol molecules that were used to define the RP are given in the Supporting Information of the room temperature study\(^ {70} \). Simulation boxes were built with the same molecular ratios as the experiment\(^ {70} \) and used density values from the literature (Tables 1 and 2 in Supporting Information).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Neutron diffraction data on glycerol-water mixtures

Neutron diffraction experiments were completed on the SANDALS instrument at the ISIS Facility using 5 different isotopic substitutions for each of the 3 glycerol-water mixtures at low temperature. Figure 2 shows the neutron diffraction data in the form of a structure factor $F(Q)$ (black circles) for the glycerol-water mixture $x_g = 0.10$ at 262 K (Figure 2a), $x_g = 0.25$ at 238 K (Figure 2b) and $x_g = 0.80$ at 285 K (Figure 2c). The fitted data obtained by the EPSR model for the 3 glycerol-water mixtures is shown in Figure 2 a-c, red line). The agreement of the simulated structure factors is excellent for all 3 mixtures. From the EPSR molecular ensembles, we derive site-site radial distribution functions (RDFs) $g_{\alpha\beta}(r)$, which describe the relative density of one type of atom, type, $\beta$, as a function of distance, $r$, from another atom type, $\alpha$.

Nano-segregation in glycerol-water mixtures at low temperature

Our previous studies on glycerol-water mixtures at room temperature showed nano-segregation of the system into glycerol-rich and water-rich clusters. Here, we determined if nano-segregation persisted at low temperatures. The EPSR generated ensembles were interrogated to extract structural information on glycerol and water clusters in the solution. Representative snapshots from the EPSR simulation of the glycerol–water solution are shown in Figure 3a for glycerol-water mixtures $x_g = 0.10$ at 262 K, $x_g = 0.25$ at 238 K and $x_g = 0.80$ at 285 K. Water molecules are represented by their oxygen atoms (red spheres) and glycerol molecules are represented by their carbon atoms in the backbone (black spheres). The snapshots show (Figure 3a) groups of water molecules hydrogen bonded together, forming clusters in the solution. Likewise, groups of glycerol molecules exist in glycerol-rich clusters. To quantitatively assess this nano-segregation, we completed a full cluster analysis for both glycerol and water across the concentration range, using the same method described previously. Briefly, the cluster analysis is derived from the EPSR simulation of the scattering data (Figure 2) and provides structural insight into the connectivity of water molecules in the glycerol–water mixtures. A water cluster is defined by those water molecules that participate in a continuous hydrogen bonded network. To calculate the number of hydrogen bonded water molecules, we use local structure information from the RDF $g_{\text{OW-OW}}(r)$, which shows the probability of finding a water oxygen atom at a distance $r$ from another water oxygen atom. Two water molecules are defined to be hydrogen bonded if the inter-oxygen contact distance is less than the radial distance of the first minimum of the RDF $g_{\text{OW-OW}}(r)$. The number of molecules in a water cluster is then counted for each of the snapshots in the EPSR simulation, generating a clusters size distribution, which is the probability of finding a cluster of a particular size as a function of cluster size.
Figure 3: Structure of glycerol-water mixtures at low temperatures. Snapshots of the EPSR simulation box showing only glycerol-carbon (grey) and water-oxygen atoms (red) at each of the glycerol–water concentrations studied. From left to right, \( x_g = 0.10 \) at 262 K, \( x_g = 0.25 \) at 238 K and \( x_g = 0.80 \) at 285 K. The molecular scale segregation is shown by clusters of glycerol (grey) and water (red) molecules. (b) Cluster size distributions for water molecules at each of the glycerol–water concentrations studied at low temperatures (red squares and lines). Also shown for comparison are the cluster size distributions for water molecules at each of the glycerol–water concentrations studied at room temperatures (pink crosses and lines). The random 3-dimensional percolation threshold (blue line). These data show that water clusters are percolating (shown by red data points to the right of the blue line) at concentrations \( x_g = 0.1 \) and 0.25, but not at \( x_g = 0.80 \).

To quantitatively assess this nano-segregation, we completed a full cluster analysis for both glycerol and water across the concentration range, using the same method described previously. Briefly, the cluster analysis is derived from the EPSR simulation of the scattering data (Figure 2) and provides structural insight into the connectivity of water molecules in the glycerol-water mixtures. A water cluster is defined by those water molecules that participate in a continuous hydrogen bonded network. To calculate the number of hydrogen bonded water molecules, we use local structure information from the RDF \( g_{OW-OW}(r) \), which shows the probability of finding a water oxygen atom at a distance \( r \) from another water oxygen atom. Two water molecules are defined to be hydrogen bonded (and therefore in the same cluster) if the inter-oxygen contact distance if less than the radial distance of the first minimum of the RDF \( g_{OW-OW}(r) \), 2.76 Å. The number of molecules in a water cluster is then counted for each of the snapshots in the EPSR simulation, generating a cluster size distribution, which is the probability of finding a cluster of a particular size as a function of cluster size.

Our previous studies on glycerol-water mixtures at room temperature showed that the molecules nano-segregate to form water-rich and glycerol-rich clusters. These regions exist as hydrogen bonded clusters which differ in size across the concentration range. Figure 3b shows the cluster distributions for the 3 glycerol-water systems studied here at low temperature; \( x_g = 0.10 \) at 262 K, \( x_g = 0.25 \) at 238 K and \( x_g = 0.80 \) at 285 K (red squares and lines). For comparison, the data at room temperature for each concentration is also shown (Figure 3b, pink cross). Each plot shows the proportion of clusters containing \( i \) water molecules as a fraction of the total number of clusters, \( M(i)/M \) (where \( M = \sum_i M(i) \)) against the water cluster size, \( i \) (see Supporting Info). Also shown on each plot is the random 3-dimensional percolation threshold (solid blue line), given by the power law \( N = S^{-2.2} \), where \( N \) is the cluster proportion and \( S \) is the size of the cluster. A water cluster is defined as percolating if it crosses the percolation threshold.

For the concentrated mixture, \( x_g = 0.80 \) at 285 K, water clusters range on size from 2 – 10 water molecules and do not cross the percolation threshold. This is similar to that which was found for \( x_g = 0.80 \) at room temperature. As before, while glycerol molecules hydrogen bond to form a percolating network at this concentration, water molecules exist as small clusters. Further inspection of the water clusters reveals that while ~55% of water exists as isolated water molecules, 45% exist as part of hydrogen bonded water clusters. At the lower temperature of 262 K, the more dilute glycerol-water mixture \( x_g = 0.10 \) displays the opposite water clusters distribution. In this mixture, water molecules participate in a large, percolating cluster of size at least 999 molecules (Figure 3b, red square). This cluster spans the size of the system with ~99% water molecules participating. This large, percolating water cluster was also observed in the room temperature experiments on this mixture (Figure 3b, pink cross). At the lowest temperature studied here of 238 K, the
intermediate range glycerol-water mixture $x_g = 0.25$ displays a percolating water cluster (Figure 3b, red cross), again in agreement with room temperature experiments (Figure 3b, pink cross). At this low temperature, ~3% of water exists as isolated water molecules, ~3% as part of small water clusters of size 2-30, while the majority (94%) exist as part of a large, percolating cluster. The cluster analysis confirms that for the 3 glycerol-water mixtures studied, $x_g = 0.80$ at 285 K, $x_g = 0.10$ at 262 K, and $x_g = 0.25$ at 238 K, water exists as part of a nano-segregated mixture. For $x_g = 0.80$ the water exists as isolated small clusters, while for the intermediate and dilute mixture $x_g = 0.10$ and $x_g = 0.25$ it exists as part of both small and large, percolating clusters. Given the presence of water within water clusters, we next examined the structure of water at low temperature.

**Water structure at temperatures of 285 K, 262 K and 238 K**

We determined the local water structure in glycerol-water mixtures at low temperature by examining the distribution for water oxygen-water oxygen pairs. From the EPSR molecular ensembles, we derived the site-site radial distribution functions (RDFs) $g_{OwOw}(r)$, which describes the relative density of water oxygen $O_w$, as a function of distance, $r$, from another water oxygen $O_w$ (Figure 4a). Given that we will be examining the structure of water in detail, we also obtained the structure of pure water at room temperature and ambient pressure. Using previously completed neutron diffraction data on pure water we completed EPSR simulations using the methods described to obtain an ensemble of three-dimensional molecular configurations with average structural correlations which are consistent with the diffraction data. The $g_{OwOw}(r)$ is shown in Figure 4b for pure water, $x_g = 0.00$ at 298 K, $x_g = 0.80$ at 285 K (solid line) and 298 K (dashed line), $x_g = 0.10$ at 262 K (solid line) and 298 K (dashed line) and $x_g = 0.25$ at 262 K (solid line) and 298 K (dashed line). The dashed lines in Figure 4b mark the positions of the 1st and 2nd coordination shall peak positions for pure water at 298 K, for comparison.

Figure 4: Water structure in glycerol-water mixtures at low temperature. (A) Schematic of the calculation involved for a site-site radial distribution functions (RDFs) $g_{OwOw}(r)$, which describes the relative density of one type of atom, type, $Î n$, as a function
of distance, \( r \), from another atom type, \( \beta \). (B) RDFs for the water oxygen–water oxygen pairs \( g_{OwOw}(r) \), that form hydrogen bonds in pure water at 298 K (upper) and in glycerol–water solutions; \( x_g = 0.10 \) at 262 K (solid line) and 298 K (dashed line), \( x_g = 0.25 \) at 262 K (solid line) and 298 K (dashed line) and \( x_g = 0.80 \) at 285 K (solid line) and 298 K (dashed line). The RDFs are taken from the EPR analysis of neutron diffraction data for each mixture. (C) The \( g_{OwOw}(r) \) second coordination shell peak position is shown for glycerol–water mixtures at low temperature (red circles) and at room temperature (pink squares). The blue cross indicates the peak position found in pure water at 298 K.

As expected for pure water, the 1st and 2nd coordination peak positions are at 2.76 Å and 4.56 Å respectively. For each of the 3 low temperature glycerol–water mixtures (solid line in Figure 3b) the first peak position remains relatively unchanged, as observed previously for glycerol–water at 298 K. The position of the second peak in \( g_{OwOw}(r) \) in the glycerol–water solutions shows, however, much larger deviations when compared with that of pure water. First, we present the previously studied room temperature distributions.\(^{70-71}\) At the dilute concentration of \( x_g = 0.10 \) at room temperature the second peak position shifts outwards from 4.56 Å in pure water to 4.71 Å. This increases to 5.04 Å at the intermediate concentration of \( x_g = 0.25 \) at room temperature, while at \( x_g = 0.80 \) at room temperature the second coordination shell becomes much broader with a peak at \( \approx 5.5 \) Å. Upon lowering of the temperature all 3 RDFs \( g_{OwOw}(r) \) become sharper and more well defined (Figure 4b, solid lines). The second peak position appears to shift inwards slightly, relative to the room temperature. This inward shift in the second peak position of \( g_{OwOw}(r) \) returns the water structure to a more similar position to that measured for pure water at 298 K, particularly for \( x_g = 0.10 \) at 262 K.

To examine this in more detail, we compare the \( g_{OwOw}(r) \) second peak position for all previously studied glycerol–water mixtures at room temperature,\(^{70-71}\) as well as for the 3 low temperature mixtures studied here. Figure 4c shows the \( g_{OwOw}(r) \) second peak position for room temperature glycerol–water (red squares) and low temperature glycerol–water (red circles). For reference, the \( g_{OwOw}(r) \) second peak position for pure water at 298 K is shown as a blue cross. It can be seen from Figure 4c that an increasing quantity of glycerol at room temperature results in an increasing \( g_{OwOw}(r) \) second peak position, while a reduction in the temperature reduces this impact. Interestingly, the glycerol water mixture which is most similar to that of pure water at 298 K is \( x_g = 0.10 \) at 262 K. The position of the second peak position in the water \( g_{OwOw}(r) \) is often suggested as an indicator of the tetrahedrality (or lack thereof) within a system. In this next section we measure the tetrahedrality in the glycerol–water system.

**Local tetrahedral ordering of water at low temperature**

We further examined the water structure in the glycerol–water mixtures at low temperature by measuring the triplet bond angle distribution of water oxygen atoms. This method measures the angular distribution of water oxygen atoms in the mixture. The tetrahedrality of the water network can be quantified by measuring the included angle formed by three water oxygen atoms (Figure 5a). Here, the included angle is measured for all triplets of atoms, which conform to specific distance criteria. The separation cutoff is set as the radial distance of the first minimum in the relevant water oxygen RDF \( g_{OwOw}(r) \) (Figure 4b). This distribution, \( N(\theta) \) of three water oxygen triplets (Ow-Ow-Ow) as a function of angle \( \theta \) is shown for pure water \( x_g = 0.0 \) at 298 K (blue solid line) and 280K (blue dashed line). The triplet bond angle distribution is also shown for each of the 3 glycerol–water mixtures; \( x_g = 0.80 \) at 285 K (red solid line) and 298 K (red dashed line), \( x_g = 0.10 \) at 262 K (red solid line) and 298 K (red dashed line) and \( x_g = 0.25 \) at 262 K (red solid line) and 298 K (red dashed line). The black dashed line in Figure 5B indicates the position of perfect tetrahedrality (\( \theta = 109.5^\circ \)).

Considering the pure water distribution at 298 K (blue solid line in Figure 5b), a small peak is observed at \( \approx 50^\circ \) and at larger angles a broader distribution is found with a peak at \( 104^\circ \). The small peak is attributed to oxygen atoms that are within the first coordination shell of another oxygen atom, but do not form hydrogen bonds. These oxygen atoms are known as interstitial atoms as they occupying space within the first coordination shell but are not forming hydrogen bonds to the central oxygen atoms. The second peak indicates hydrogen bonded oxygen triplets, as depicted in Figure 5a. Upon cooling pure water to 280 K, the proportion of interstitial oxygen atoms decreases, while the proportion of hydrogen bonded waters increases slightly (Figure 5b, blue dashed line). Next we consider the triplet bond angle distributions in glycerol–water mixtures.

Examination of the triplet bond angle distribution for \( x_g = 0.80 \) at 285 K shows that the hydrogen bonded network is broken at high glycerol concentrations (Figure 5b, red solid line) marked by an absence in a prominent peak around 104°. This absence was also observed at 298 K (Figure 5B red dashed line). There is also an increase in the peak at \( 50^\circ \) at both 285 K and 298 K. The increased presence of interstitial oxygen atoms suggests that the connectivity of the water network is diminished at this concentration. For \( x_g = 0.10 \) at 262 K the triplet bond angle distribution displays a well-defined peak at large values of \( \theta \), indicating the presence of a prominent hydrogen bonded network. Comparison of the low temperature data to that at room temperature shows that at the dilute concentration of \( x_g = 0.10 \) there is an increase in the proportion of water oxygen triplets that have an angle around that of a perfect tetrahedron (Figure 5b, black dashed line), at the expense of interstitial water atoms. For \( x_g = 0.25 \) at 238 K the triplet bond angle distribution again displays a well-defined peak at large angles. Interestingly, the peak position of water oxygen triplet in \( x_g = 0.25 \) at the low temperature of 238 K is much closer to that of a perfect tetrahedrality (\( \theta = 109.5^\circ \)), than that of pure water at 298 K (Figure 5b, blue solid line).

To quantify the degree of tetrahedrality in the glycerol–water mixtures we used a method described previously.\(^{87}\) Briefly, the tetrahedral nature of a system can be quantified using tetrahedral order parameters. One such order parameter is the q-factor, proposed by Errington and Debenedetti,\(^{87}\) where the q-factor is defined as;
\[
q = 1 - \frac{9}{4} \int_0^\pi \frac{P(\theta)(\cos \theta + \frac{1}{2})^2}{\sin \theta} \, d\theta
\]

Where the q-factor has been rescaled such that \( q = 1 \) for a perfect tetrahedral system and \( q = 0 \) for an ideal gas distribution. The values of the q-factors have been calculated for each of the water oxygen triplets shown in Figure 5b for the glycerol-water mixtures at low temperature and at 298 K, as well as for pure water at a range of different temperatures. Figure 5c shows the calculated q-factors for \( x_g = 0.80 \) at 285 K (red bar) and 298 K (pink bar), \( x_g = 0.10 \) at 262 K (red bar) and 298 K (pink bar) and \( x_g = 0.25 \) at 262 K (red bar) and 298 K (pink bar). The calculated q-factors for water are also shown for temperatures ranging from 280 K to 365 K (blue bars). From Figure 5c (upper) it can be seen that the q-factor increases at low temperature for each of the 3 glycerol-water mixtures, relative to their room temperature equivalent. This increase in the q-factor is more dramatic than that observed for pure water, as the temperature is decreased (Figure 5c, lower). From this data it can be concluded that the water network in both \( x_g = 0.10 \) at 262 K and \( x_g = 0.25 \) at 262 K is closer to being tetrahedral than the mixture at room temperature. In the case of \( x_g = 0.10 \) at 262 K, the tetrahedrality is greater than that of liquid water at 280 K. To calculate the average local density around any given water molecule we have employed a method described previously.\(^24\) The data show that the local density of water oxygen atoms is \( \sim 0.0146 \) molecules/Å\(^3\), which is significantly lower than the bulk value of \( \sim 0.0334 \) molecules/Å\(^3\). (Figure S1).
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Figure 5 Tetrahedrality in water structure. (A) (B) The proportion of water oxygen triplets that form an included angle, as a function of bond angle \( \theta \). Data are shown for pure water \( x_g = 0.0 \) at 298 K (blue solid line) and 280K (blue dashed line), and for each of the 3 glycerol-water mixtures; \( x_g = 0.10 \) at 262 K (solid line) and 298 K (dashed line), \( x_g = 0.25 \) at 262 K (solid line) and 298 K (dashed line) and \( x_g = 0.80 \) at 285 K (solid line) and 298 K (dashed line). The grey dotted line denotes the location of the peak position in pure water at 298 K, while the black dashed line indicates the perfect tetrahedral angle of 109.5°. (C) The calculated Q-factor for each of the glycerol-water mixtures at room temperature and low temperature.
CONCLUSIONS

Our neutron diffraction experiments and EPSR simulation results confirm that glycerol-water mixtures nano-segregate into regions of glycerol-rich and water-rich clusters in the stable liquid region at low temperatures. At the low glycerol concentrations of $x_\gamma = 0.10$ and 0.25 an extended, hydrogen bonded network exists which spans the simulation box (Figure 2b). We find that the degree of clustering at the low temperatures studied here is relatively unchanged compared with that previously measured at room temperature (Figure 3b). Thus, nano-segregation in a glycerol-water solution is prevalent at both ambient and low temperatures. Nano-segregation in binary liquids is not unique to glycerol-water mixtures and has previously been observed in other systems using neutron diffraction; including methanol-water,\textsuperscript{72} tertiary butanol-water\textsuperscript{88} and sorbitol-water.\textsuperscript{89} In the case of methanol- and tertiary butanol-water mixtures an enhancement in nano-segregation was observed upon cooling.\textsuperscript{89,90} In the present study we find that glycerol and water form hydrogen-bonded, glycerol-rich and water-rich clusters that are unchanged upon cooling.

While the degree of water clustering (Figure 3b) was not enhanced or depleted upon cooling, the local water structure was markedly affected (Figure 4). The second coordination shell peak was measured to sharpen (Figure 4B) and shift inwards upon cooling (Figure 4c) relative to the room temperature measurements, for all three glycerol-water mixtures studied. This inward shift of the second peak position was largest at $x_\gamma = 0.25$, which is close to the concentration at which the glycerol-water mixture exhibits a minimum in the freezing point depression ($x_\beta = 0.28$, T 226.65 K).

Upon cooling, water becomes notably more tetrahedral in all three of the glycerol-water mixtures studied (Figure 5b). Examination of the liquid water tetrahedral in all three of the glycerol-water mixtures 226.65 K). The peak position was largest at $x_\gamma = 0.25$, which is close to the concentration at which the glycerol-water mixture exhibits a minimum in the freezing point depression ($x_\beta = 0.28$, T 226.65 K).
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